
sign solutions



William Smith offers an exceptional service 
and competitive pricing on the products we 
use in our various graphic projects. They are 
very good at meeting deadlines.
John Wheeler, Sign Specialists 
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We are one of the UK’s leading trade sign 
manufacturers who can offer you a wide 
range of traffic and commercial signs that 
will complement the products and services 
that you already offer to your customers.  

A flexible workforce means we can offer you finished signs and associated accessories  

with some of the shortest lead times in the industry.  Most of our signage products can  

be supplied to you in component form when and where required.  

Our capacity is flexible enough to accommodate your orders of any size, ranging from 

small one-off signs to large contractual assignments that require multiple units in  

varying sizes.  We therefore pride ourselves in the ability to custom design your signs  

when needed.

Overflow work, large contractual projects or one-off items can all be accommodated. As 

required the sign you receive will be produced in-house to BSEN12899-1:2007/BS8408 

and where appropriate will meet CE Marking Standards, which is a legal requirement for all 

manufacturers of Road Traffic Signs from July 2013.



Traffic Signs and Sign Faces
As a responsible manufacturer and distributor of traffic signs and materials, we have 
successfully achieved accreditation to BS EN 12899-2007 and also CE marking for fixed 
vertical road traffic signs. The BS EN 12899-2007 is the European Standard applicable 
to the performance and manufacture of permanent vertical fixed road traffic signs.

This means you can be sure when you are purchasing materials, sign faces or finished signs for road traffic 

applications, that all products meet all CE Mark compliances where required. From 1st July 2013 any road traffic sign 

erected on a public highway, where a member of the public can legally drive their car, will need to be manufactured 

in accordance with the CE Marking Standard.
 

All our signs are available as finished units or in component form, you have the option to choose what you need.

William Smith seemed well equipped for handling 
projects of a large scale. We had a two-week 
schedule for completion and this was met on time. 
In fact, some signs were delivered earlier.
James Geeson, London Borough of Richmond
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Commercial Signs
As a trade manufacturer we can produce virtually any size or type of sign you 
require, because we have our own screen print, digital print and sign manufacturing 
departments.

As many of your commercial sign projects need unique specifications, our advisors can recommend the best 

solutions to complete designs.

Signs for both internal and external applications include site development boards, industrial estate  

signs, corporate identity signs, directional signs, advertising signs and flexible face signs.

Short lead times can be offered on most projects as everything is handled in house.
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William Smith was able to design, develop 
and supply complete bespoke packages  
that incorporated graphics, overall image 
and finish within a very tight deadline.
Merlin Entertainments, Jackie Boon
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Maps, Boundary and 
Sponsorship Signs
Boundary Signs 
You can have simple or more complex designed boundary signs which 

incorporate metal fabrication and full colour graphics.  Experienced staff will 

advise you about the best designs for your budget. 

Sponsorship Signs 
We can manufacture and supply you with eye-catching sponsorship signs that 

incorporate full colour logos and graphics to maximise the impact and generate 

awareness for your clients campaigns.  Reflective graphics can be used if 24 hour 

visibility is required. 

Noticeboards
Designed in-house, our noticeboards offer you ideal solutions for the display of 

maps, notices and other useful information.  All units can be illuminated or for 

external purposes, they can be supplied with weather seals. 

Our working relationship with 
William Smith has been excellent, 
and, although it has been a 
number of years since our original 
contact, most of the people we 
had previously dealt with were 
still working within the company, 
which made for very effective 
communication and liaison.
Robert Kane, Leicestershire County Council
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Traffic Calming Schemes  
Children and other vulnerable road user groups should be the primary concern when creating 

any traffic calming scheme.  To satisfy this need we can offer you a range of manufactured 

and/or supplied products designed to assist with your projects for speed reduction.  

Driver Feedback Signs
SWARCO’s patented system ensure that drivers can read the information even when the 

sun position is low.  According to the pre-set operation mode the signs display the speed of 

approaching vehicles and start flashing when drivers exceed the allowed maximum speed. 

In addition the signs collect and store traffic data that can be easily read out with a PC via a 

Bluetooth® connection.

20mph Zone Signs
These signs are usually designed to provide 24 hour visibility and to reinforce a message about 

the consequence of speeding.  You can have different designs for each 20mph sign as one off 

units can be supplied cost effectively.

Many 20mph zone signs usually have drawings from children incorporated into the design.  

These are printed or laminated onto 3M reflective film so they stand out.   
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Stylos Fingerpost
The Stylos Fingerpost Sign System is fully adaptable and can be custom made to suit 
your specifications in terms of:

•  A colour which can be matched to any BS / RAL paint colours

•  Choice of caps and collars

•  The arms can be positioned in one of eight different directions

•   Number of bases to choose from

•  Different text styles and symbols

•  Arm style i.e. straight or bespoke

 

The unique selling point of Stylos over other systems in the market place is its vandal resistance, which means the 

unit is less likely to need repairing or replacing. The design uses a concealed fixing system, comprising of an inner 

post, in which the pre-drilled aluminium arms are slotted and bolted into position. Precise fillets are then placed 

over the area to conceal fixings and ensure a smooth and attractive finish.

We also like the flexibility of the Stylos system, 
which not only allows information to be changed 
easily, but gives us the ability to alter the 
direction of individual fingers when required.
Gordon Bernie, Argyll Signs
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Illuminated Signs
Whether you require edge-lit or back-lit illuminated signs we have a design 
that will provide maximum light output no matter what the application.

Edge-lit Signs
Luminedge will provide you with a slim and aesthetically pleasing signing unit designed for edge-lit 

or non-illuminated applications. Available in six profiles for poster box, wall mounted and hanging 

applications, each Luminedge unit can be produced as a double or single-sided unit. 

Illuminated versions offer bright and even illumination with lower heat emissions and slim edge profiles 

as thin as 45mm. 

Back-lit Signs
This illuminated flexible faced box system will offer you simple installation and low maintenance costs.  

Robust in design each back-lit box unit will also give you the quickest and one of the most accurate face 

tensioning systems around.

Access cover plates are positioned on all sides of the sign box to ensure easy access to all electrical 

components.
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William Smith provides a really good service. 
They have a wide range of materials and 
know the products thoroughly, so that you 
can always rely on their advice.
David Allen, Allen Signs
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Materials Supply and Sign Accessories 
Materials Supply
Not only can you buy signage from William Smith but you also have access to one of the best materials supply and 

accessory services in the UK.

With over 7,000 rolls in stock you don’t have to hold many films.  We can supply you with many commercial and 

traffic sign marking materials as well as application tapes in full, part and custom slit rolls.  Stock levels are maintained 

and replenished daily, therefore you can have a same day dispatch on your orders up until 6pm.

 

Self-adhesive materials available from:

• 3M     • Arlon     • ContraVision®     • iSee2     • R Tape

Sign Accessories
A range of sign accessories are available to complete the comprehensive sign manufacturing service we can offer 

you.  These include channels in various lengths and cut to size pieces, posts, plates, street nameplates, lighting units, 

road markings and LDS (Linear Delineation System) reflective markings.  Application, cleaning and removal adhesive 

equipment and liquids are also available.

For a copy of our Material Product Guide contact us on 01833 690305 or info@williamsmith.co.uk
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ROLLSROLLER® Applicator
The ROLLSROLLER Applicator will save you time and money in your sign and graphic 
production process.  It is simple to use and can be operated by one individual.

The ROLLSROLLER design enables an easy and accurate application of self-adhesive films, graphics and application 

tapes on to flat substrates using one continuous motion.  You can automatically adjust the height of the roller 

enabling you to use different substrates up to 60mm thick.  You can therefore use the ROLLSROLLER for the 

production of standard traffic signs, directional signs and tray signs amongst many other things.

Visit www.rollsroller.co.uk for more details about the range available.

Since installing the first machine we saw increased 
manufacturing output with less application errors, 
resulting in very obvious increased profitability. These 
machines consistently ensure that the finish is superior 
and our many clients have noted the superior finish and 
quality of our manufactured goods.
Allan Stephenson, Signworld Group
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